Write-invalidate and write-broadcast coherency protocols have been criticized for being unable to achieve good bus performance across all cache configurations. In particular, write-invalidate performance can suffer as block size increases; and large cache sizes will hurt write-broadcast Read-broadcast and competitive snooping extensions to the protocols have been proposed to solve each problem.
Introduction
Snooping cache coherency protocols [Arch861 are a good match for bus-based, shared memory multiprocessors, because they take advantage of the broadcast capabilities of the single interconnect. Within the snooping coherency category, two techniques, write-invalidate and write-broadcast, have been developed. In writeinvalidate a processor invalidates all other cached copies of shared data and can then update its own without further bus operations. Under write-broadcast, a processor broadcasts updates to shared data to other caches, so that all copies are the same.
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Enhancements to the original protocols have been proposed to solve each problem A read-broadcast extension [Gocd88, Kar188, Sega84) to write-invalidate reduces the number of misses for invalidated data by allowing all caches with invalidated blocks to receive new data when any of them issues a read request. It should therefore improve both the miss ratio and bus utilization of write-invalidate. A competitive snooping protocol, introduced in CKarl86,Karl88], was designed to limit the number of broadcasts in write-broadcast. It therefore puts a cap on the performance loss caused by large caches.
The goal of this paper is twofold: first, to measure the performance problems in the write-invalidate and write-broadcast protocols, as block or cache size increases; and second, to gauge the extent to which the read-broadcast and competitive snooping extensions solve each problem All studies were done via tracedriven simulation of parallel applications. Our results indicate that read-broadcast reduces the number of invalidation misses, but at a high cost in processor lockout from the cache. The net effect can be an increase in total execution cycles. Competitive snooping benefits only those programs with high per-processor locality of reference (sequential sharing) to shared data. For programs characterized by inter-processor contention (fine-grain sharing) for shared addresses, competitive snooping can degrade performance by causing a slight increase in bus utilization and total execution time.
We have used trace-driven simulation of parallel programs in two other studies. In [Egge88] trace-driven analysis verified a model of coherency overhead in write-invalidate and write-broadcast protocols.
[Egge89b] studied the effects of increasing block and cache size on the cache and bus behavior of parallel programs running under write-invalidate protocols. A summary of the block size results from that paper is the basis for the evaluation of write-invalidate protocols in this work.
The remainder of this paper begins with a brief description of the methodology. The two companion protocol studies follow. Each begins with a description of the original protocol and empirical evidence of the performance loss caused by increasing block or cache size. Then the protocol extensions are &scribed, and the extent to which they improve performance is measured. Section 3 reviews write-invalidate protocols and the effects of increasing block size on miss ratio and bus utilization studied in @Qge89b]. Section 4 presents the read-broadcast extension and its benefits and costs to both performance and cache controller implementation. Write-broadcast and the effects of increasing cache size on bus traffic is covered in section 5. Section 6 discusses the competitive snooping alternative and its performance relative to write-broadcast. The last section integrates the results of both studies.
Methodology and Workload
We used trace-driven simulation in our analysis. Our simulator emulates a simple shared memory architecture, in which a modest number of processors (five to twelve) are connected on a single bus. The CPU architecture is RISC-like [patt85], assuming one-cycle per instruction execution. Not all instructions follow this model; therefore the bus utilization results will be slightly overestimated and throughput underestimated, because the simulation processors return to use the bus more quickly than in a real machine. However, the studies in this paper rely only on the relative values of these metrics between coherency mechanisms; absolute figures are not germane to the analysis and conclusions. All other metrics used in the studies, for example, cache miss rates and numbers of bus operations, should be unaffected.
With the exception of those cache parameters that are varied in the studies (cache size, block size and coherency protocol), the memory system architecture is roughly that of the SPUR multiprocessor lHill86]. The simulator's board-level cache is direct mapped, with one-cycle reads and two-cycle writes. Its cache controller implements a test-and-test-and-set sequence for securing locks lWood871, processor lockout from the cache during snoop activity, and many of the timing constraints of the actual SPUR implementation. Bus activity is implemented using a modified NuBus arbitration protocol lGibs881, and bus contention is accurately modeled.
The inputs to the simulator are traces gathered from four parallel CAD programs, developed for single-bus, shared memory multiprocessors (Table 2-l). The choice of application area was deliberate, so that the workload being analyzed was appropriate for a small-scale machine. One program is production quality (SPICE); the others are research prototypes. Two of the programs are based on simulated annealing algorithms. CELL [Caso86] uses a modified simulated annealing algorithm for XC &sign cell placement, and placed twenty-three cells in our trace. TOPOPT [Deva87] does topological compaction of MOS circuits, using dynamic windowing and partitioning techniques. Its input was a technology independent multi-level logic circuit. VERIFY @la871 is a combinational logic verification program, which compares two different circuit implementations to determine whether they are functionally (Boolean) equivalent. The circuits used for the trace were combinational benchmarks for evaluating test generation algorithms. The final program, SPICE wcGr863, is a circuit simulator; it is a parallel version of the original direct method approach, and its input was a chain of 64 inverters.
All applications use a coarse-grain programming paradigm for carrying out parallel activities. The granularity of parallelism is a process, in this case one for each processor in the simulation. The model of execution is single-program-multiple-data, with each process independently executing identical code on a different portion of Table 2 -1: Traces Used in the Simulations. The traces used in the sharing simulations were gathered fkom parallel programs that were written for shared memoy multiprocessors. The programs are all "real", being either production quality (SPICE) or research prototypes.
shared data. The shared data is divided into units that are placed on a logical queue in shared memory. Each process takes a unit of work from the queue, computes on it, writes results, and then returns the unit of work to the end of the queue. The traces were generated on a per-processor basis. The number of processors in the simulations is identical to the number of processors used in trace generation. For SPICE this number is 5, and for the Sequent traces either 11 or 12. Each per-processor trace is a separate input stream to the simulator. Synchronization among the streams depends on the use of locks and barriers in the programs, and is handled directly by the simulator. Statistics are generated from approximately 300,000 references per processor, after cache steady state has been reached. (See @gge89a] for a more detailed discussion of the methodology. Write-invalidate protocols maintain coherency by requiring a writing processor to invalidate all other cached copies of the data before updating its own. It can then perform the current update, and any subsequent updates (provided there are no intervening accesses by other processors) without either violating coherency or further utilizing the bus. The invalidation is carried out via an invalidating bus operation. Caches of other processors monitor the bus through the snoop portion of their cache controllers. When they detect an address match, they invalidate the entire cache block containing the address.
Berkeley Ownership [Katz851 is a write-invalidate protocol that has been implemented in the SPUR multiprocessor [Hill86] . It is based on the concept of cache block ownership. A cache obtains exclusive ownership of a block via two invalidating bus transactions. One is used on cache write misses and obtains the block for the requesting processor, at the same time it invalidates copies in other caches. The second is an invalidation signal that is used on cache write hits. Once ownership has been obtained, a cache can update a block locally without initiating additional bus transfers. A block owner also updates main memory on block replacement and provides data to other caches upon request. Cache-to-cache transfers are done in one bus transfer, with no memory update.
Write-invalidate protocols have two sources of bus-related coherency overhead. The first is the invuliducion signal mentioned above. The second is the cache misses that occur when processors need to rereference invalidated data. These misses, called invalidation misses, would not have occurred had there been no sharing. They are present because the shared data had previously been written, and therefore invalidated, by another processor. They are additional to the customary, uniprocessor misses (for example, first-reference misses and those necessitated by block replacements).
The Write-Invalidate Trouble Spot
Because they create a data writer that can access a shared block without using the bus, write-invalidate protocols minimize the overhead of maintaining cache coherency in two cases: when there are multiple consecutive writes to a block by a single processor (sequential sharing), and when there is little inter-processor contention (fine-grain sharing) for the shared data. Periods of severe contention, however, cause coherency overhead to rise. Inter-processor contention for an address produces more invalidations; the invalidations interrupt all processors' use of the data and increase the number of invalidation misses to get it back. The result is that shared data pingpongs among the caches, with each processor's references causing additional coherency-related bus operations. The greater the number of processors contending for an address, the more frequent the pingponging.
The problem is exacerbated by a large block size, because contention can occur for any of the addresses in the block. Therefore the probability that the block will be actively shared increases. An invalidation to one word in a block causes all other words to be invalidated When other processors subsequently reread these addresses, additional read misses are incurred The overhead is paid even when a processor reads an address that was not updated. With small block sizes, particularly those of only one word, a write to one address has less effect on reads to another.
Empirical Evidence for the Trouble Spot

Analysis
In [Egge89b] we studied the effect on both miss ratio and bus utilization of increasing block size and cache size under write-invalidate protocols. (The writeinvalidate protocol used in the simulations was also Berkeley Ownership.) The results quantify the loss in performance due to invalidations and invalidation misses. In particular, they support the above analysis concerning the adverse effects of fine-grain sharing, as block size increases.
Parallel programs with both types of sharing behavior suffer from coherency overhead. Unlike uniprocessor misses [Agar88, Alex86, Good87, Hi1187, Smit87], invalidation misses react less favorably to increasing block size. [Egge89b] found that the proportion of invalidation misses to total misses increased with larger block sizes, and for three of the traces was significant. (The proportions grew from .32 to .37 for CELL, -14 to .30 for SPICE, .06 to .51 for VERIFY and .39 to -94 for TOPGPT, as block size was increased from 4 to 32 bytes.) For programs with sequential sharing (CELL and SPICE), (total) miss ratios were higher than for comparable uniprocessor programs and declined with increasing block size at a slower rate.
The effect on programs with fine-grain sharing (TOPOPT and VERIFY) was more severe. Here invalidation misses increased with increasing block size, not only in proportion to total misses, but in absolute numbers as well. (The proportion of invalidation misses for TOPOPT and VERIFY is stated above; the percentage increase in number of misses was 511 and 840 percent, respectively.) Their dominance was so complete that they caused miss ratios to rise with block size, rather than fall, as is normally the case with uniprocessor programs in caches of this size (128K bytes).
The additional cache misses increased bus utilization. Moreover, sharing under write-invalidate protocols introduces another type of bus operation, the invalidation signal, which further increased bus utilization. Bus utilization rose 407 and 94 percent for TOPOPT and VER-IFY, as block size increased from 4 to 32 bytes. Even for the small-scale multiprocessors studied (12 processors at most), the bus was well utilized, with bus utilization figures of 45 and 97 percent, respectively, at the 32 byte block size. Bus utilization for CELL and SPICE was midrange, higher than for uniprocessor programs, and declined over the block size spectrum.
The Read-Broadcast Extension
Protocol Description
Since invalidation misses play such a large role in the cache and bus performance of parallel programs at large block sizes, coherency protocols that can reduce them are desirable. Sega84] is an enhancement to write-invalidate protocols designed explicitly for this purpose. Under read-broadcast snoops update an invalidated block with data from the bus, whenever they detect a read bus operation for the block's address. Detection is positive whenever the tag of the snooped address matches that of a cached block, and the block state is invalid. The read-broadcast extension adds little complexity to the cache controller hardware. An examination of the SPUR cache controller implementation indicates that one additional minterm is required in the snoop PLA for the detection. Assuming that the snoop can have access to the cache in a short and bounded amount of time, a buffer large enough to hold the data as it comes from the bus is also needed. If timely snoop access to the cache cannot be guaranteed an extra bus line is necessary to &lay transmission of the data. Finally, control to implement read-interference* is ' Read-interference occurs when a processor has queued a bus read request for au address that is read-broadcast before the requesting processor obtains the bus. During the read-broadcast the requesting processor updates its cache with data from the bus. Therefore it can satisfy its read reference directly from the cache and no longer requires the bus operation. Control is needcd to detect this interference and cancel the requesting processor's pending read bus operation. required to meet the invalidation miss limit, &scribed below.
The technique improves the performance of writeinvalidate by limiting the number of invalidation misses to one per invalidation signal. One invalidation miss occurs if the bus operation is a read issued by a cache with a previously invalidated block. No invalidation misses result when the bus read is a first-reference or replacement miss. Subsequent rereads by processors that have received data on a read-broadcast will be a cache hits rather than invalidation misses.
Read-Broadcast Results
The Benefits to Miss Ratio and Bus Utilization
Read-broadcast reduced the number of invalidation misses (see Table 4 -l). For three of the traces (CELL, TOPOPT and VERIFY) the drop ranged from 13 to 5 1 percent, over all block sizes. The decrease for SPICE was much lower. SPICE data structures had been explicitly sized to the ELXSI 6400 64-byte cache block to avoid inter-processor contention for addresses within a block. Therefore, for block sizes considered in this study, up to 32 bytes, little contention was observed; and readbroadcast consequently brought less benefit.
Because of the decrease in invalidation misses, the proportion of invalidation misses within total misses was less than for write-invalidate . This is irnportam, because increases in block and cache size produce steeper reductions in uniprocessor misses than invalidation misses. Therefore, to the extent that misses in parallel programs are caused by normal cache accesses rather than sharing activity, cache performance will improve as block and cache sizes increase. At larger block sizes invalidation misses for CELL, TOPOPT and VERIFY dropped to between a quarter and a third of the total. (Under Berkeley Ownership they had ranged from thirty to over forty percent.) But for TOPOPT invalidation misses still dominated miss ratio behavior at most block sizes (90 percent at 32 bytes at maximum). As with the original write-invalidate protocol, the ratio of invalidation to total misses for all traces rose with increasing block size.
For the most part the consequence of the drop in invalidation misses was a decline in the total miss ratio (see Table 4 -l). CELL and TOPOPT had moderate decreases (13.7 to 15.6 percent and 17.2 to 33.8 percent, respectively); VERIFY had a wider range of decrease (1.0 to 19.3 percent). The miss ratio for SPICE did not decline across all block sizes, and, when it did, the decrease was small. The small increases occured because the samples in comparative (Berkeley Ownership vs. read-broadcast) simulations covered a slightly different set of references. The difference in samples was caused by the elimination of invalidation misses from the readbroadcast simulations. Changing invalidation misses to cache hits allows processors to process references more This table dep icts the decline in the number of invalidation misses and the miss ratio that occured with read-broadcast. The drop in invalidation misses was less pronounced for SPICE, because its shared data had been optimized for a block size larger than the maximum studied here. This small decline, coupled with a slight rise in uniprocessor misses, produced rising miss ratios (negative decreases) for some block sizes. (All simulations were run with a 128K byte cache; miss ratios are the geometric mean across all processors.)
quickly than under Berkeley Ownership. The effect is to slightly alter the set of references executed and the global order in which they are processed under the two protocols. For SPICE the consequence was a slight rise in the uniprocessor component of the miss ratio for readbroadcast (relative to Berkeley Ownership), which offset the small decline in the number of invalidation misses. For the other traces the sample discrepancy was considerably less, the uniprocessor misses were almost identical, and the reduction in the number of invalidation misses was also greater. Therefore the drop in invalidation misses produced a corresponding decline in the miss ratio.
The critical system bottleneck in a single-bus, shared memory multiprocessor is the bandwidth of the system bus. Therefore the most important consequence of read-broadcast is the effect of its lower miss ratios on bus utilization. The improvement (i.e., drop in bus utilization) ranged from 8.7 to 10.9 percent for CELL, .8 to 5.1 percent for SPICE, 14.3 to 22.6 percent for TOPOPT and .8 to 11.5 percent for VERIFY. (Details appear in Table 4 -2.) To put the read-broadcast benefit in perspective, the change was large enough to allow an additional two processors for TOPOPT, and one each for CELL and VERIFY, and still maintain the same level of bus utilization. (SPICE had lower bus utilization for the block sizes that had a slight rise in the miss ratio, because the total cycles in the simulation were higher with read-broadcast. The cycle increase was due to a greater delay in obtaining the bus and several other read-broadcast-related factors that are discussed below.)
The magnitude of the drop in both miss ratio and bus utilization was moderate. The performance gain was less than expected because of the extremely sequential nature of sharing in the programs. Sequential sharing can be measured by several metrics. The most pertinent for a study of invalidation misses is the average number of processors that reread an address between writes by different processors. For all traces this figure averaged around one (1 .l for CELL, .7 for SPICE, .8 for TOPOPT and 1 .O for VERIFY), with the distribution heavily weighted by zeros and ones. (CELL had the most evenly spread distribution, with 2 or more processors rereading between 25 and 21 percent of the time. This accounts for its greater decline in invalidation misses. SPICE had the most skewed distribution, with between 91 and 98 percent of the writes followed by zero or one rereads. Its improvement was the least of the traces.) In actual practice the number of invalidation misses was quite close to the read-broadcast limit of one. This was true even for the traces characterized by fine-grain sharing (TOPOPT and VERIFY). If there had been more processors involved in the contention, read-broadcast would have provided greater benefit. The reduction in invalidation misses did not come for free. Read-broadcast has two side effects that contribute to processor execution time: an increase in processor lockout from the cache and an increase in the average number of cycles per bus transfer. Their consequence for three of the traces was an increase in total execution cycles over the Berkeley Ownership simulations.
The more important of the two factors is the increase in processor lockout from the cache. Cache lockout occurs because of CPU and snoop contention over the shared cache resource. The CPU must use the cache for fetching the current instruction (on a miss in the on-chip instruction cache or for all instructions if there is no on-chip cache), obtaining data referenced by the current instruction, and prefetching subsequent instructions. In machines like the one being simulated, with a RISC-based architecture, no on-chip instruction cache and a cache access time that matches the cycle time of the CPU, the CPU needs to access the cache each cycle? At the same time, the snoop also needs access to the cache for maintaining coherency. Read-broadcast requires more snoop-related cache activity than Berkeley Ownership, because snoops must deposit data into the cache on some bus reads and more snoops must update the processor's cache state on subsequent invalidations. The first operation does not occnr under Berkeley Ownership, and the latter occurs less frequently. Both activities divert the CPU from its normal instruction execution and contribute to program slowdown.
The increase in lockout with read-broadcast was substantial (278 to 305 percent for CELL, 147 to 191 percent for SPICE, 35 to 87 percent for TOPOPT and 143 to 329 percent for VERIFY). On the average 42 percent of total lockout cycles was attributable to taking data on read-broadcasts, and 40 percent to the state updates. (Cache-to-cache transfers account for the remainder.) The increase due to these factors was softened somewhat by the lockout savings from a decline in cache-to-cache transfers that had satisfied invalidation misses under Berkeley Ownership.
However, in terms of total execution cycles, processor lockout was a minor cost. The ratio of lockout to total cycles averaged 5.8 percent for all traces, across most block sizes. The lone exception was VERIFY's 32 byte block simulation, in which processor lockout accounted for an appalling 21 percent of total cycles. The importance of processor lockout is that for three of the traces (CELL, SPICE and VERIFY), its increase wi'd out the benefit to total execution cycles gained by the decrease in invalidation misses. The consequence was a slight increase in total execution cycles, ranging from .9 to 3.6 percent. The lone exception was TOPOPT, in which the benefit from declining invalidation misses was greater than the cost of processor lockout; here the improvement in total execution cycles varied from .l to 7.7 percent, as block size increased from 4 to 32 bytes.
The negative effect of processor lockout would not be as severe with a more optimized cache controller implementation. In the SPUR implementation, the priority for using the cache belongs to the processor rather than the snoop, and the two run on asynchronous clocks. Therefore the snoop must negotiate to obtain use of the cache (via separate request and grant cycles), and acknowledge that it has finished. A more optimized implementation would eliminate the handshaking cycles by using a single clock for the entire system A lower bound can be placed on processor lockout by eliminating the extra cycles from the above results: read-broadcast is then assumed to cost only the number of cycles needed to fill the cache. The results indicate that, even under these best case assumptions, the increase in processor lockout cycles is greater than the decrease in invalidation miss cycles for more than half the simulations. For these simulations read-broadcast still causes a net gain in total execution cycles. (The major exception was TOPOPT. Since it had fewer execution cycles under read-broadcast even with the less optimized implementation, it is not surprising that the lower bound assumptions would bring further improvement.)
The second factor that contributed to an increase in processor execution time was a rise in the average number of cycles per bus transaction. The increases ranged from .3 to 3.1 percent, for all traces and over all block sizes, and averaged around one. There are two causes. The tirst is the additional cycle required in the read-broadcast implementation for the snoops to acknowledge that they have completed the operation. Under write-invalidate the same snoops are not actively involved in the bus operation; they merely do a lookup and decide to take no action. The lookup can easily be subsumed in the time required for either the cache-tocache or memory transfer that satisfies the invalidation miss. The second is the need to update the processor's state on both read-broadcasts and simple state invalidations. For both operations more caches are involved than with invalidation misses and state invalidations under Berkeley Ownership. Therefore there is a greater probability that the update will be delayed, because the processor is using the cache to service a memory request.
Write-Invalidate/Read-Broadcast Summary
The criticism of write-invalidate, that multipleprocessor contention within the block would cause excessive invalidation misses as block size is increased, was not born out by the analysis of these traces. It is true that the number of invalidation misses rose with increasing block size, and for the traces with fine-grain sharing this caused an adverse effect on miss ratios and bus utilization. However, most of these misses were caused by a reread by a single processor. Therefore the readbroadcast solution had less impact than was originally postulated.
Still, at frrst glance it appears that read-broadcast is a good extension to the write-invalidate protocols, primarily because it is an extremely low cost solution (in terms of additional cache controller complexity) for the moderate benefit it provides. However, when the increase in both processor lockout and average cycles per bus transaction are considered, for most of the simulations the result is a net gain in total execution cycles.
Read-broadcast would be more beneficial if two conditions were different. The most important is if the workload were one in which more processors were contending for the data (for example a one producer/several consumers situation). In this case the reduction in invalidation misses would be greater. The second condition, which is a second order effect, is a more optimized cache controller implementation, designed to minimize the cycles consumed during processor lockout.
The Write-Broadcast Protocols
Protocol Description
Write-broadcast protocols broadcast updates to shared addresses, so that all caches and memory have access to the most current value. Blocks are known to be shared through the use of a special bus line. Snoops assert this signal whenever they address match on an operation for a block that resides in their caches. When a writing processor detects an active shared line, it issues a broadcast. In the absence of an active shared signal, the processor completes the write locally. Thus, the signal provides write-through for shared data, but allows a copy-back memory update policy to be used for private data.
Write-broadcast protocols have potential performance benefits for both private and actively shared blocks. First, an inactive shared line prevents needless bus operations to data that reside only in the cache of the writing processor. In addition, because it broadcasts all shared updates, write-broadcast avoids the pingponging of shared data that occurs in programs with interprocessor data contention under write-invalidate. However, for data that is shared in a sequential fashion, with each processor accessing the data many times before another processor begins, the write-through policy for shared data may &grade bus performance.
In the write-broadcast protocols coherency overhead stems entirely from the bus broadcasts to shared data. They occur for all updates to data that is contained in more than one cache, and for the first update to an address after the writing processor has the only copy. (In this case the block has been replaced in the other caches.)
The particular write-broadcast protocol that has been used in this study is the Firefly protocol, n implemented on the DEC SRC Firefly lThacSg]. It differs from other write-broadcast protocols in that it updates memory simultaneously with each write to shared data.
The Write-Broadcast Trouble Spot
IEgge89b] demonstrated that sharing-related bus traffic wilI require multiprocessors to have larger or more complex caches than uniprocessors to obtain comparable performance. The requirement is particularly troublesome for the write-broadcast protocols, because larger cache sizes can cause an increase in broadcast operations, As cache size grows, the lifetime of cache blocks increases, because of a decline in block replacements. Shared data tends to remain in a cache for longer periods of time, long past the point when its processor has finished accessing it. However, its presence in the cache drives the shared bus line, giving the illusion of sharing. Therefore write-broadcasts continue for data that is no longer being actively shared.
Empirical Support for the Trouble Spot
The traces confirm this analysis. For all traces, the number of write-broadcasts rises with increasing cache size (see Figure 5 -l). CELL and SPICE have a much larger increase than TOPOPT and VERIFY (g4.2 and 100.3 percent over the entire cache size range, versus 3.7 and 15.2 percent). The steepness of their rise correlates with several factors, the most important of which is the pattern of inter-processor references to shared data. For CELL and SPICE this pattern is characterized by good Cache Size (K) In the Firefly protocol the number of write-broadcasts increases with increasing cache size for all traces, giving credence to the "illusion of sharing" hypothesis.
per processor locality (sequential sharing) for shared data within a coherency block. Sequential sharing is indicated by long average write run lengths3 for the blocks. (The exact figures are 4.9 for CELL and 6.2 for SPICE.) In small caches not all the writes in a long write run result in write-broadcasts. First, shared data is replaced more frequently than in larger caches, and, secondly, in these traces only two processors am involved in the sharing the vast majority of the time. The combined effect is that data may reside in only one cache for the final writes in a write run, allowing these writes to take place locally. In an infinite cache, all writes become write-broadcasts, because blocks remain in the cache indefinitely. Therefore, as cache size increases, more writes in a long write run will result in bus broadcasts; and the greater the average write run length, the greater the increase in writebroadcasts. TOPOPT and VERIFY, on the other hand, had short average write run lengths, 1.21 and 2.2, respectively. The smaller length was one of the factors responsible for the more level write broadcast curves, as cache size increased. A second factor contributing to the shape of the curves is the rate of block replacement. Within a particular trace, the increase in write-broadcasts (with cache size) is most pronounced for smaller caches, where the drop in block replacements is also greatest. Thirdly, at large cache sizes the working sets of TOPOPT and VER-IFY fit into the cache. The number of block replacements drops to zero and the level of write-broadcasts remains constant..
Despite the rise in write-broadcasts, bus utilization fell for all traces (see Figure 5 -2).4 The decrease is due to the positive effects of increasing cache size on the uniprocessor component of bus utilization, which dropped an average of 84 percent over the cache size range. It is offset somewhat by the increase in writebroadcast cycles (see a representative trace in Figure 5-3) .
For ah traces, the proportion of write-broadcast cycles within total cycles increased dramatically with increasing cache size (see Figure 54) . The increase only leveled off at the point at which the working set of the program fit into the cache. At the largest cache sizes the write-broadcast cycles dominated bus activity for all traces. The high ratio of sharing cycles to total cycles means that with large cache sizes, sharing bus traffic will ' A write run is a sequence of write references to the shared addresses in a coherency block by a single processor, uninterrupted by any accesses by other processors. The length of a write run is the number of writes it contains. The average write run length is that figure, averaged over at1 coherency blocks [Egge88] . In other words the average write run length is the average number of writes that are issued for the addresses within a particular block, each time a new processor writes to them.
'The only exception is the transition to a 512K byte cache for SPICE.
-__---
Cache Size (K) classification of bus cycles for CELL illustrates the effect of write-broadcast cycles on total bus cycles, using the Firefly protocol. Write-broadcast cycles rise with increasing cache sire; uniprocessor bus cycles tend to fall. The two effects produce bus utilization that still declines, but less steeply than for uniprocessor programs.
be the cause of the bus bottleneck. Therefore a protocol that limits the number of write-broadcasts is desirable. The ratio of write-broadcast cycles to total bus cycles increases with increasing cache size under Firefly. The rise is much steeper for the traces with longer average write run lengths, CELL and SPICE.
Protocol Description
Competitive snooping [Karl86,Karl88] is a writebroadcast protocol that switches to write-invalidate when the breakeven point in bus-related coherency overhead between the two approaches is reached. The breakeven point for a particular address occurs when the sum of the write broadcast cycles issued for the address equals the number of cycles that would be needed for rereading the data had it been invalidated. Competitive snooping thus limits coherency overhead to twice that of optimal?
The first algorithm proposed in JJGrl86J (called "Standard-Snoopy-Caching") assumes that an adversary can choose any processor to either write or reread a shared address. A counter, whose initial value is the cost in cycles of a data transfer, is assigned to each cache block in every cache. On a write broadcast, a cache that contains the address of the broadcast is (arbitmrily)6 ' Larry Rudolph makes a very apt analogy between the rationale behind competitive snooping and the dilemma faced by any novice skier. The beginning skier is hesitant to buy skis immediately for fear that his/her interest in skiing might be a passing fancy. On the other hand renting week after week can be costly. The pivotal question is therefore when to stop renting and make the purchase. Not knowing ahead of time which will be his or her preference, the budding skier should rent until he or she has spent an amount equivalent to the purchase price of new skis; and then buy the skis. Like competitive snooping, this course of action limits the total cost to twice that of optimal.
6 The particular choice of cache does not affect the worstcase bound.
6. Competitive Snooping IO chosen, and its counter is decremented. When a counter value reaches zero, the cache block is invalidated. When all counters for an address, other than that of the writer, are zero, write-broadcasts for it cease. Any reaccess by a processor to an address resets its cache's counter to the initial value. The algorithm's lower bound proof demonstrates that the total costs of invalidating are in balance with the total costs of rereading.
In an alternate algorithm (called "SnoopyReading") the adversary is allowed to read-broadcast on rereads. In order to obtain the lower bound of the previous algorithm, the coherency algorithm is given the same capability. All other caches with invalidated copies take the data, and reset their counters. As in the original scheme, when a cache's counter reaches zero, it invalidates the block containing the address; and write broadcasts anz discontinued, when all caches but that of the writer have been invalidated.
Read-broadcasting by the adversary also prompts other changes in the coherency algorithm. For example, on a write-broadcast al2 caches that contain the updated address decrement their counters rather than only 'one; and the decrementing is done on consecutive write broadcasts by a particular processor, rather than any processor. The simultaneous decrements complement the simultaneous cache updates on read-broadcasts, i.e., they reduce the costs of broadcasting to match the cheaper rereads. The single writer requirement corresponds to all counters being reset on an access by another processor. More than one processor referencing the data indicates (obviously) that there is sharing. As long as data is shared, a good competitive coherency algorithm will broadcast rather than invalidate. Broadcasting occurs as long as counter values are greater than zero. Therefore when a processor other than the current writer accesses the data, all counters are reset to force broadcasting.
The advantages of the alternate scheme over the original are that (1) it is we11 suited for a workload in which there are few rereads (as is the case with these traces) and (2) its implementation doesn't require hardware to "arbitrarily" choose a cache for counter decrementing. When there are few rereads, a competitive coherency algorithm should make the data private sooner rather than later, in order to avoid unnecessary broadcasts. By requiring all processors to decrement their counters simultaneously, Snoopy-Reading can invalidate more quickly than Standard-Snoopy-Caching.
In the simulator's implementation of SnoopyReading, a writing processor keeps track of the number of its consecutive writes to each address (through cache state values). When the breakeven point for broadcasts has been reached, it signals to the other caches to invalidate. The breakeven point was defined to be the maximum of the ratio of data transfer to write-broadcast cycles that is used in the algorithm and the value three. The constant insures that write-broadcasts will continue long enough to prevent busywaiting over the bus. A processor uses the first of the three broadcasts for setting the lock, and the second for clearing it. At this point the lock is still present in other caches, and processors can detect locally that it has been freed. On the third broadcast (which, if it occurs, demonstrates that the address is not a lock), the data is invalidated. This implementation requires a six-value coherency state, and a correspondingly larger PLA for both the snoop and the portion of the cache controller that services memory requests for the CPU.
Competitive Snooping Results
Competitive snooping decreased the number of write-broadcasts issued for all traces (see Table 6 -l). The benefit was greater for those traces with sequential sharing (CELL and SPICE) point in the simuIations, each trace saved on the average, cause a drop in bus utilization relative to write-broadcast. 2 or 3 broadcasts each time a different processor wrote to
The decline in bus utilization for CELL ranged as high as a shared address? The average write run lengths for 19 percent; for SPICE as high as 30 percent. For all TOPOPT and VERIFY were below the simulator's simulations but two (CELL with 16K and 32K byte breakeven point (1.2 and 2.2, respectively). Therefore no caches) the lower bus utilization produced fewer total broadcast savings was accrued in most cases. execution cycles.
The corresponding decrease in the number of write-broadcast cycles was offset to varying extents by the additional cycles for invalidation signals and invalidation misses-(see Table 6 -2). For CELL and SPICE the effect was to reduce the percentage improvement in cycles consumed in sharing-related bus operations to 10 to 26 percent for CELL and 49 to 52 percent for SPICE. However, the savings was still substantial enough to For TOPOPT and VERIFY the smaller decline in write-broadcasts, coupled with the additional cycles for invalidation signals and invalidation misses, produced an increase in sharing-related bus cycles. This increase was responsible for a slight rise in bus utilization over writebroadcast (1.6 to 4.5 percent for TOPOFT and .8 percent at most for VERIFY). Higher bus utilization brought an increase in total execution cycles. (Details on bus utilization and total execution cycles appear in Table 6 This table depicts the change in the bus utilization and total execution cycles that occured with competitive snoopiag. The decrease in sharing-related cycles for CELL and SPICE resulted iu a decline in both. And, conversely, the increase iu sharing cycles for TOPOFT and VERIFY produced a rise. (All simulations were run with a 32 byte block.)
The extent to which competitive snooping improves the performance of write-broadcast depends on the pattern of references to shared data. When sharing is sequential, as exhibited by relatively longer average write run lengths, the benefit is greatest. Here the savings in write-broadcast cycles decreases bus utilization and total execution time. As inter-processor contention for the shared addresses rises, competitive snooping becomes less attractive. The decrease in write-broadcasts diminishes, and in some cases can be offset by the rise in invalidations and the more expensive (in numbers of cycles) invalidation misses. The result is an increase in bus utilization and total execution time. (An alternative argument is that programs with fine-grain-sharing for shared addresses arc a good match for write-broadcast protocols. Therefore, they have less need for competitive snooping, and it consequently provides less benefit.) 7. Summary of the Paper This paper contains two companion studies of busbased, shared memory cache coherency protocols. The purpose of each is twofold: first, to measure the performance loss of changing particular cache parameter values on well-known snooping coherency techniques; second, to determine to what extent extensions, designed specifically to eliminate deficiencies in the original protocols, achieve performance improvements. In the first study, read-broadcast was proposed to eliminate the rise in invalidation misses in write-invalidate protocols that occur with increasing block size. In the second, competitive snooping was intended to limit the increase in bus broadcasts caused by increasing cache size in writebroadcast coherency protocols.
Our rest&s have found that neither extension produces a savings in coherency overhead across all workloads studied. In those cases in which there was a performance loss, the original protocol, write-invalidate or write-broadcast., was a good match for the program. Therefore there was not much room for improvement; and the extension often introduced secondary costs which outweighed the small savings in coherency overhead. Furthermore, both extensions required some additional hardware complexity.
Our particular workload is characterized by sequential sharing, i.e., data is shared by very few processors at a time. Therefore read-broadcast reduced the number of invalidation misses only moderately, and at a high cost in processor lockout from the cache. In some cases, the net effect was an increase in total execution cycles. These results clearly indicate that read-broadcast is inappropriate for programs with sequential sharing. However, if more processors had been involved in the sharing, for example, a single-producer, multipleconsumer situation, read-broadcast would have provided more benefit for a similar cost in processor lockout.
Competitive snooping benefitted only those programs in which the reference pattern to shared data was very sequential. In this case the decline in the number of write-broadcast cycles was greater than the additional cycles introduced by invalidations and invalidation misses; the net effect was a drop in bus utilization. However, for programs characterized by inter-processor contention (fine-grain sharing) for shared addresses, competitive snooping degraded performance by causing a slight increase in bus utilization and total execution time. Competitive snooping works well in programs that would have incurred less coherency overhead with write-invalidate protocols (rather than write-broadcast). The reason is that it uses invalidations to terminate broadcasts to shared data.
